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Ty Dollar $ign - In Your Phone (feat. Lauren Jauregui)
Tom: Eb
Intro: Cm  Gm  Eb  Fm
         Cm  Bb  Fm  Ab

           Cm                     Bb
You always in your phone (phone)
                 Fm
I feel like you do me wrong (wrong)
           Cm                    Bb
You always in your phone (phone)
                Fm
I feel like you do me wrong
           Cm
You always in your phone
                Fm
I feel like you do me wrong (do you wrong)
            Cm
You always in your phone (oh)
                Fm
I feel like you do me wrong (do you wrong)

                       Cm
Tell me what you're waiting for
          Gm
You wanna jump in the 'Rari
Fm
Show me your passport
     Cm
I can be out in your past calls

You be all on my nerves
                       Bb
But your love is the best
           Fm
But you already do more
      Cm
But I want you to say less

Cm         F
Chic-chic boom, too many problems
Fm      Cm
You be doomed, too many wild thoughts
Cm              Fm      Bb
Yeah, sometimes you a challenge
Fm
I wanna even the score

I want madness

           Cm
You always in your phone
Bb              Fm
I feel like you do me wrong
           Cm

You always in your phone
Bb               Fm
I feel like you do me wrong
           Cm
You always in your phone
Gm              Fm
I feel like you do me wrong
           Cm
You always in your phone
Bb              Fm
I feel like you do me wrong

Cm
Tick ticks on you

Too many others
 Fm                   Cm
When I'm in the room, I feel the eyes on me
Cm              F               Bb
Got some nerve saying I'm the challenge
Fm
But I know I know that you know
Cm
I've been damaged
Cm
To be honest
     F
Your love is the best
       Fm                                  Cm
But I get so in my head when you keep shit to yourself
               Cm
Why you always in your phone?
           F      Fm
Can't you talk to me?
           Fm                                   Cm
'Cause I know that you need it more than my squeeze, I can't
ignore

            Cm
You always in your phone
                Fm
I feel like you do me wrong
           Cm
You always in your phone
Bb               Fm
I feel like you do me wrong
          Cm
You always in your phone
Bb               Fm
I feel like you do me wrong
           Cm
You always in your phone
Bb              Fm
I feel like you do me wrong
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